Supplies requested by your 6th Grade teachers  
(2019 – 2020)

7 Plastic/Ploy Durable 2-Pocket Folders  
   Label for Classes by Color – ELA=Red; Math=Blue; Science= Green; SS= Yellow;  
   Technology= Purple; Home & Careers= White; and one for Homework

1 Three Subject Blue Spiral Notebook – (Math)

1 1” 3-Ring Binder with 5 Tab Dividers for Home & Careers

3 Packages of #2 pre-sharpened Pencils to start the year. (Pencils will need to be purchased through out the year as needed.)

1 Package 150 Wide Ruled Loose-Leaf Paper

1 Soft, durable Pencil Case with a zipper

2 Highlighters (2 different colors)

1 Package of White Lined 3x5 Index Cards

1 Set of Ear Buds – to be left at school

1 TI-30XS Multi View Scientific Calculator (will need it for 7th grade as well – a 1-time purchase)  
   This exact calculator is required and can ordered online at Walmart, Staples, Target and Amazon.

Physical Education:  
   Gym shorts or sweats (No belts or buttons), T-shirt/Sweatshirt (weather appropriate), Sneakers that support ankle and foot.

Optional:  
   Basket for top of locker for extra items (no larger than 10”x10”x10”)  
   Case for Chromebook with a handle (8”x12”x1”)

Most Importantly…

   1 Year Full of Positive Attitude & Smiles!!!

Note: Rolling back packs do not fit in lockers.

Please label folders in advance:  
First and Last Name  
Subject  
Team